Synodality — Participation — Co-Responsibility
Remarks on the Determinants of the Aggiornamento of Church Law

Abstract: In the communio Ecclesiae reality, of a unitarian, charismatic, and institutional structure, the crucial concepts of participation and co-responsibility are firmly anchored in the juridical and canonical discourse. This is the way in which the horizon of the subject matter reveals itself, the study of which — from the point of view of the title triad: synodality — participation — co-responsibility — will never lose its relevance. What is, at the same time, important is the idea of “synodality,” which is adequately recognized as the sacra potestas of a sacramental origin (ontological aspect), which gains the dynamism of libertas sacra (existential and dynamic aspect) through the charisms of the Holy Spirit, thus leading to the inseparability of its personal and synodal aspects.

Therefore, in the attempt to illuminate the determinant of the aggiornamento of the Church law in this study, it was appropriate, on the one hand, to consistently refer to the essence of the idea of the communio hierarchica, according to which Christ makes selected servants participate in his authority by means of an office, the exercise of which always remains a diaconia in the community of faith. On the other hand, in reference to the contemporary understanding of communio fidelium, the axis of scientific reflection was to be the communion-creative phenomenon of charisms — gifts of the Holy Spirit that awaken in the People of God synodal co-responsibility for the good of the entire Church community. In both cases — without losing sight of the obvious truth that, in the sacramental structure of the Church (communio), both hierarchical and charismatic gifts converge in the service of the bishop, who updates — according to the logic of the Vaticanum II aggiornamento and the ecclesiological principles of the Council: collegiality, the title synodality and subsidiarity — the fullness of Christ’s service: as Prophet, Priest, and King.
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1. The context of the communio principle

“The ecclesiology of the community (communio) is the central and fundamental idea of the documents of the Council”1 — this is the well-known stance that was formulated in 1985 at the Extraordinary Assembly of the Synod of Bishops, which “programmatically” summarised the twenty-year period after the Second Vatican Council. It is not difficult to guess that such a categorically formulated synodal message reverberated in the circles of theologians and canonists at the time. The representative voice of the former should be associated with the opinion that was issued by the Prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, who did not fail to emphasise his contribution to the promotion of this idea: a drive prevails — the future pope would claim — “to sum up conciliar ecclesiology in a basic concept: the ecclesiology of communio. I received this new focus of ecclesiology with joy and did my best to prepare it. [...] The word communio does not have a central position in the Council. But if it is properly understood it can serve as a synthesis for the essential elements of conciliar ecclesiology.”2

No less fertile ground did the Roman declaration find in the canonists’ circles, especially in the circle of Klaus Mörzdorf’s3 students. One of the contemporary continuators of the thoughts of the founder of the Munich school, the former rector of Gregorian University, Gianfranco Ghirlanda, considers the stance of the Synod Fathers to be consistent with the teachings of Pope Paul VI, who has always seen ius communionis4 in the Church law. According to the Italian canonist, the fact that the ecclesiology of community constitutes the basis of the order in the Church is best evidenced by the fact that Church law, in its positive and human dimension, has a redemptive value. Indeed, it can easily be defined as ius sacrum — the expression and instrument of implementing God’s law (revealed and natural) with all of its immanent “dynamics” of creating the development of the Church community hic et nunc.5 How, in practice, can the potential

---

5 Ibidem, p. 40.
of the *Ecclesia iuris* defined in such a way be identified? Professor Ghirlanda’s answer to this question is already signalled by the very title of the fifth and final chapter *La “communio” regola dell’organizzazione del popolo di Dio* of the well-known book *Introduzione al diritto ecclesiale…* (1993). After the introductory section 5.1: *La comunione, un pricipio non espresso*, very meaningful section titles start to appear: 5.2. *Comunione dei fedeli — comunione tra le chiese*, 5.3. *Comunione ecclesiastica — comunione cattolica*, 5.4. *Comunione gerarchica*, 5.5. *Carità e comunione ecclesiale*, 5.6. *Comunione — corresponsabilità — partecipazione*. As we can see, in the *communio Ecclesiae* reality, which structure is both unitarian and charismatic-institutional, the crucial concepts of participation and co-responsibility are firmly anchored in the juridical-canonical discourse.

It is worth risking a statement that this is the way in which the horizon of the subject matter reveals itself, the study of which — from the point of view of the title triad: *synodality — participation — co-responsibility* — will never lose its relevance. What is, at the same time, important is the idea of “synodality,” which is adequately recognised as the *sacra potestas* of a sacramental origin (ontological aspect), which gains the dynamism of *libertas sacra* (existential-dynamic aspect) through the charisms of the Holy Spirit, thus leading to the inseparability of its personal and synodal aspects. Therefore, in the attempt to illuminate the determinant of the

---


aggiornamento of the Church law that is undertaken here, it is appropriate, on the one hand, to consistently refer to the essence of the idea of the communio hierarchica, according to which Christ makes selected servants of His (especially clergyman, but not exclusively) participate in His authority by means of an office, the exercise of which always remains a diaconia in the community of faith. On the other hand, in reference to the contemporary understanding of communio fidelium, the axis of scientific reflection should be the communion-creative phenomenon of charisms — gifts of the Holy Spirit that awaken in the People of God synodal co-responsibility for the good of the entire Church community. In both cases — without losing sight of the obvious truth that in the sacramental structure of the Church (communio), both hierarchical and charismatic gifts converge in the service of the bishop, who updates — according to the logic of the Vaticanum II aggiornamento and the ecclesiological principles of the Council: collegiality, the title synodality and subsidiarity — the fullness of Christ’s service: as Prophet, Priest, and King (trio munera Christi).

2. Aggiornamento — the Christological dimension of the Church community’s mission

Twenty years have passed since the publication of the famous text “The unchangeability and historicity of the law in the Church: God’s law and human law,” in which Professor Remigiusz Sobański inscribed himself intentionally into the then open discussion of the theologians and theoreticians of the Church law. The outstanding Polish scholar joined an excellent circle of canonists who, in their scientific reflection, addressed one of the most important topics of the study of canon law in the second
half of the 20th century. It is not difficult to notice that the ideological keystone of the author’s reflections, which are included in the said text that shed light on the central “problem of ‘God’s law’” is a still timely requirement for the renewal of Church law. What is connected with this requirement is the consistent attempt “today and tomorrow” to face the challenge of having a dynamic/concrete reception of Revelation (in the form of data content and *hic et nunc* messages that are to be transmitted as judicial or at least as juridical). This is all to make sure that “the new canonical legislation will prove to be an efficacious means” of the People of God’s mission, which is active undertaking of responsibility for the evangelical testimony of delivering the revealed truth. It is about a challenge — we should add — the addressee of which is the entire Church community.

As Remigiusz Sobański accurately states, the question of understanding the legal character of God’s law, namely, the creative presence of God’s law in Church law, turns out to be pivotal in updating such a legal-pastoral vision of the understanding of Revelation. Apart from the affirmation of the elementary truth that this latter law — perceived according to the blueprint of the “renewal in continuity” hermeneutics — consists of changeable and unchangeable, divine and human elements, we should also draw conclusions from the seemingly obvious and, it would seem, not really meaningful fact that the *ius divinum* carries with it an element

---


21 John Paul II: *Apostolic Constitution Sacrae disciplinae leges* [25.01.1983].

22 Indeed, it is, first and foremost, the task of a pope and bishop, who through Christ’s will serve as legislators, however, forgetting about the part that is played by all of the faithful would be an evident shortening of the theological and legal perspective. This will be the topic of further remarks.

23 As Remigiusz Sobański notes, the problem God’s law — people’s law is invariably present in the history of law. The author explains: “among the idea determinants of this problem, the very understanding of law is of a paramount importance.” R. Sobański: “Niezmiennosc i historycznosc prawa...,” p. 26.
of mystery.\textsuperscript{24} This is an “obvious” fact only until we realise that this element of mystery, which is “anchored” in the \textit{Trinitatis mysterium} (and consequently, in the \textit{mysterium Ecclesiae}), determines that the \textit{quid ius proprie divinum} problem as well as the \textit{quid ius proprie humanum} cannot be solved universally, “once and for all.” Therefore, instead of taking the view (still representative in the 1960s\textsuperscript{25}) that the reservoir of faith contains legal norms that simply need to be read, understood, defined, and communicated without reflection, it is appropriate, when reflecting upon the phenomenon of Church law (and God’s law that is contained in it), to consider at least three premises in the name of conciliar fidelity to the Council’s \textit{aggiornamento}: (1) the ecclesiological premise: in the Church-mystery, the visible element, together with the law of which it is composed, is an operative sign and expression of grace (“social incorporation of grace”\textsuperscript{26}); (2) the Christological premise: in every attempt to illuminate the process of transforming the revealed truth into law, only faith offers protection against its static, positivist understanding; faith which in Jesus Christ sees the Giver of \textit{ius divinum},\textsuperscript{27} and (3) the anthropological (personalistic) premise: since Christ’s revelation of the truth about the human person is the main reference point of what the Church perceives to be God’s law,\textsuperscript{28} the affirmation of the \textit{salus animarum}, the systemic principle of all legislation, means that the finalism of \textit{ius Ecclesiae}, which is defined in this way, is the fundamental vector for any identification of the \textit{hic et nunc} content: both subjective rights and the welfare of individuals as well as the welfare of society as a whole.\textsuperscript{29}

It is safe to argue that in the face of the fundamental question of \textit{quid ius},\textsuperscript{30} all three premises — including the fundamental principle of the Church juridical order \textit{salus animarum} — refer us to the common good as understood personalistically.\textsuperscript{31} Its reading, if we are to use the highly

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{25} See e.g. G. May: “Die Kontinuität im kanonischen Recht.” \textit{Archiv für katholisches Kirchenrecht} 135 (1966), pp. 52—92.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} R. Sobanski: “Niezmiennosc i historycznosc prawa...,” p. 42.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} Cf. ibidem, p. 43.
  \item \textsuperscript{28} Cf. ibidem, p. 28.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} See T. Gałkowski: \textit{Il “quid ius” nella realtà umana e nella Chiesa}. Roma 1996.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} We do not really need to prove that while redemption is a transcendent goal, the earthly goal, which is defined by the \textit{salus animarum} principle, is to build a divine-
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Instructive teachings of the popes, the theologian of law Paul VI and the philosopher of law John Paul II determines two complementary perspectives. The first one, which responds to the contemporary understanding of law as an order of freedom and an instrument for the promotion of human rights, places the original legal system based on a new (renewed by Christ) justice as the centre of attention — with a clear message, addressed primarily to shepherds, united in communio hierarchica: building within the framework of pastoral care (cura pastoralis) the bonds of solidarity and community.

The second perspective, on the other hand, tells us to take the paradigm of the Church as our starting point — the sacramental-charismatic communio fidelium, the common good of which is the law, which is perceived as the order of sanctification, coupled with the mission (missio)

Human communio. Hence, the common good occupies a primary place in the juridical thought of the Church.


38 “Die Sendung Jesu Christi (missio divina), die er den Aposteln anvertraut hat (missio apostolica) lebt in der Kirche fort und stellt die Grundlage dafür dar, dass die Kirche ‘Zeichen und Werkzeug für die innigste Vereinigung mit Gott wie für die Einheit der
that was entrusted to the Church. Inspired by the Holy Spirit, the whole priestly People of God and their individual members are called, in accordance with the principles of co-responsibility and co-participation, to build the Body of Christ through the living testimony of faith and active participation in the expansion and strengthening of the grace of redemption.

We are permitted to ask what the potential of the aggiornamento is — the renewal of the Church law — in the context of the much-desired dynamics of the realisation of the personal common good in communionem, in which the aforementioned optics of the perception of the ius Ecclesiae are hidden.

The first perspective is defined by the pastoral service of the Church legislator (munus legislatoris) for the People of God that is carried out in a hierarchical community. The will of the Highest Legislator is the catalyst for renewal: “bringing into reality the order of intra-ecclesial justice willed by Christ himself.” The “revitalised” (optimally: with the implementation of the instruments of synodal participation) segments of the original juridical system in the legislative service of shepherd will always refer to the novum of a redemptive perspective, which is about the higher justice that is embedded in the Triune God and as such has been revealed by Christ, with Christ and in Christ and which goes far beyond the concept of “purely human” justice — the work of the genius of humanistic thought that is present in Greek philosophy and Roman law with the fundamental principle: suum cuique tribuere. What is worth emphasising is that evangelical justice demands more than mere respect for the law in intersubjective relationships.

Since we must remember, as Paul VI explained in his famous speech at the Second International Congress of Canon Law in Rome in 1973, that the rights and obligations of the followers have their supernatural source in the relationship of God (the Trinity of the Divine Persons) to man (the person endowed with the dignity and freedom of the child of
God) and in such a constitutionalised order of the structures of justice, they remain in the service of redemption, in the service of the common good and in the service of the salus animarum. In the Church’s legal system, there is, therefore, no place for a utilitarian (individualistic rather than truly personalistic) exercise of rights and freedoms, the defence of particular interests and the ignorance of the rights/good of others. The essence of the realisation of the christianae iustitiae is to build a community of believers in which everyone recognises themselves as brothers and sisters, children of one God.

Evangelical righteousness, which is the revelation of the redemptive righteousness-love of God, leads the members of the Mystical Body of Christ to unity. The dynamics of this process — the justification and gift per Christum et cum Christo et in Christo — is governed by the rules of communion and solidarity.

This ius Ecclesiae vision is complemented by John Paul II, who was the author of valuable depictions of the Veritatis splendor encyclical to show the applications of the Christological paradigm. In his 1994 Address to the Roman Rota, the Pope, when referring to the teaching of this longest-prepared, and perhaps, most important document of his pontificate, emphasises the close relationship between splendor veritatis and splendor iustitiae, and what is also important, refers this regularity to the entire...

\[\text{43 Ibidem, p. 124, n. 1.}\
\[\text{44 "I diritti e i doveri nella Chiesa hanno un’indole soprannaturale: se la Chiesa è un disegno divino — Ecclesia de Trinitate — le sue istituzioni, pur perfettibili, devono essere stabilite al fine di comunicare la grazia divina e favorire, secondo i doni e la missione di ciascuno, il bene dei fedeli, scopo essenziale della Chiesa. Tale scopo sociale, la salvezza delle anime, la ‘salus animarum’, resta lo scopo supremo delle istituzioni, del diritto, delle leggi. Il bene comune della Chiesa raggiunge perciò un mistero divino, quello della vita della grazia, che tutti i cristiani, chiamati ad essere figli di Dio, vivono nella partecipazione alla vita trinitaria: Ecclesia in Trinitate. In questo senso il Concilio Vaticano II ha parlato della Chiesa anche come ‘comunione’ (Cfr. Lumen Gentium, 4, 9, 13, etc.), ponendo così in luce il fondamento spirituale del Diritto nella Chiesa e la sua ordinazione alla salvezza dell’uomo: sicché il Diritto diventa Diritto di carità in questa struttura di comunione e di grazia per tutto intero il Corpo ecclesiale." Ibidem, pp. 126—127, n. 2.}\
\[\text{45 JOHN PAUL II: Letter to Families “Gratissimam Sane” [2.02.1994], n. 14.}\
\[\text{46 CIC 1983, can. 223: “In exercising their rights, Christ’s faithful, both individually and in associations, must take account of the common good of the Church, as well as the rights of others and their own duties to others (§ 1). Ecclesiastical authority is entitled to regulate, in view of the common good, the exercise of rights which are proper to Christ’s faithful (§ 2.”}\
\[\text{48 JOHN PAUL II: Encyclical letter “Veritatis splendor” [6.08.1993].}\

Church legal order.49 What, in fact, is this original appendix to the theology of ecclesiastical law by the great teacher of personalism?50 Based on the synthesis of the said magisterial presentation, in the *Catechism of the Catholic Church*, on the virtue of justice — as one which “disposes one to respect the rights of each and to establish in human relationships the harmony that promotes equity with regard to persons and [realisation of — A.P.] the common good”51 — then in this very context the *in caritate* rule of the continuous updating of truth reveals its legal profile to the fullest. This *ius Ecclesiae* axiom, which is immanent in the system, constitutes invariably — yesterday and today — the only durable foundation on which personal, family, and social life is based.”53

This is how the previously mentioned thesis of Remigiusz Sobański is verified. The repeatedly undertaken reflection of the Shepherds of the Church on the “shape” of the *ius divinum ius ecclesiasticum* relationship in connection with the realisation of the *munus legislatoris*: in the service of the people of God who are under their pastoral care (*cura pastoralis in caritatae*), should mean a constant confrontation with the question: How the truth that Church law in communication with different (synchronously and diachronically) juridical cultures should never lose its own *proprium*, but should faithfully expose it is to be understood?55 The hint from the eminent canonist is thought-provoking: “Between Passover and *parousia*, in other words, in the time during which Jesus Christ is the centre, fullness and ordering principle, this fidelity is the *aggiornamento*, that is, making the Church ‘contemporary’ as the leavening of this world. This renewal is a continuous task and the Church community is committed to a lasting renewal of fidelity to its origins and mission, taking into account the changing social and cultural circumstances in which the Church has to act.”56

53 John Paul II: *Allocutio ad Rotae Romanae Praefatos, auditores, officiales et advocatos anno iudicii ineunte* [18.01.1990], p. 875, n. 5.
56 Ibidem, p. 44.
3. Aggiornamento — the pneumatological dimension of the Church community’s mission

Is canon law synodal law? — this rhetorical question, which Professor Libero Gerosa\(^{57}\) introduced to the canonist debate in 1994, can be treated as a kind of scholarly manifesto — an appeal to promote the idea of *ius communionis* in the entire Church. It was then — just like today — about making sure that the shape of the law-making processes in the Church is determined by the specificity (*proprium*) of Church law — with the immanently inscribed renewal potential in it, thereby making the Church “contemporary,” according to the principle of the *Sacrae disciplinae leges* Constitution: “fidelity in newness and of newness in fidelity.”\(^{58}\) This was the vision of *ius Ecclesiae* that John XXIII observed when he announced the convening of the Roman Synod and the Second Vatican Council in 1959, when, as is written in the *Praefatio* to the Code of Canon Law (1983), the Pope “declared that these events would inevitably be preparation for the renewal of [the said collection — A.P.].”\(^{59}\) This view of the *Canones* is represented by the final fragment of the *Praefatio*, which is worth quoting *in extenso*: “If, however, because of the too rapid changes in contemporary human society, certain things have already become less perfect at the time of the law making and will consequently require a new revision, the Church is equipped with such a strength that, as in the past centuries, it will be able to find a way to renew the law of its own life.”\(^{60}\) It is worth emphasising, once again, that the aim here is the task of the whole Church community “here and now”: faithfulness to God’s law in the face of the changing signs of the time;\(^{61}\) faithfulness that is based, above all, on the sense of faith (*sensus fidei*), which is awakened and sustained by the Holy Spirit, faithfulness without which the Church would lose its identity.\(^{62}\) Already at this point, we can see the important role that the integral reception of the Council’s ecclesiology has to play in understanding the meaning of the systematic revision/revitalisation of the norms of the *ius communionis* in the name of a more complete updating of the person-centric common good (*salus animarum*).

---


\(^{58}\) John Paul II: Apostolic Constitution “Sacrae disciplinae leges” [25.01.1983].

\(^{59}\) John Paul II: *Codex Iuris Canonici. Praefatio*. AAS 75 (1983) II, p. XIX.

\(^{60}\) Ibidem, p. XXX.


\(^{62}\) R. Sobański: “Niezmienność i historyczność prawa…,” p. 44.
If today, half a century after Vaticanum II, the statement that this “renewed” reflection on the current canonical regulations — whether in terms of their praxeological compatibility and functional interrelationships or in the no less important sphere of the subjective reception of law — should not be separated from the ecclesiological foundation, seems to be a truism, then a reminder in the context of the title aggiornamento that this foundation consists of — equally relevant (!) — Christological and pneumatological elements, turns out to be a perception of a special significance.

This issue has been categorically worded by Sabine Demel in the famous memento\(^63\) about “new accents”\(^64\) of the Council’s magisterium on the common priesthood and the sensus fidei fidelium, still underestimated and awaiting proper resonance in the Church’s praxis. The German canonist is right when she combines this ecclesiological paradigm — rightly associated with the emphasis on the pneumatological aspects of the Church as well as the Christological aspects in the most important document of the Council, the dogmatic constitution Lumen gentium — with the leading conciliar idea of a common priesthood of all the faithful. This is due, on the one hand, to the presentation of the role of the Holy Spirit that gives extraordinary and ordinary charismatic gifts (alongside hierarchical gifts), and, on the other hand, to the presentation of the dynamics of the testimony of the faith of the people of God, who are permanently “open” to the influence of the Spirit and the “signs of the time.” Indeed, it is only the reference to the model of the Church of the “People of God,”\(^65\) strongly emphasised in Lumen gentium, and the related idea of the sensus fidei fidelium and of the equality of all of the faithful, that provides an opportunity for the proper inter-

---


\(^65\) See J. Ratzinger: The Ecclesiology of the Constitution of the Church... Indeed, the statement which suggests that under the name “People of God” the leading model of the Church is hidden is just. That is how the second chapter of the mentioned Dogmatic Constitution on the Church is entitled (nn. 9—17). Following the Constitution, the same title was given to the II book of the Code of Canon Law. We need to bear in mind that if the conciliar models of Church-mystery serve partial (from some point of view) understanding of her nature, then when taken into consideration together they help to bring the mystery nearer. Therefore, what is necessary in a theological and legal-canonical considerations is the juxtaposition of three models: “People of God,” “Mystical Body of Christ,” and “Fundamental Sacrament” with the communion principle. Cf. Z. Grocholewski: Specyfika prawa Kościoła katolickiego..., p. 29.
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...pretation of the sense of synodality. For the sake of clarity, it is about the synodal exercise of the *potestas sacra* within *tria munera Christi*, which is no different than with the implementation of a renewed ecclesiological thought. In the light of the latter, the common priesthood of all of the faithful is ontically and functionally superior to the ministerial priesthood of the ordained.66

The logic of the adopted assumptions — which is important to mention — suggests a way to relieve the tension in the Church and in its law between the “sphere” of community (here: protection of the community of faith, especially the authenticity of the means of redemption: word and sacrament) and the “sphere” of the individual (here: protection of the implementation of subjective laws)67 — by adding value to the synodal dimension of the Church: the pneumatological-charismatic dimension, which is on par with the Christological-hierarchical dimension that still dominates the ontical-structural depictions of *Ecclesiae et ius Ecclesiae*. The two equally fundamental and ecclesiologically inseparable dimensions require equal theological-pastoral and juridical-pastoral applications.68

The suggested comments open a wider horizon for the practice of law, that is, they display the basis for its creation, interpretation, application, and observance. Indeed, the rule that at none of the mentioned stages of the legal practice of the Church can the *modus iuridicus* break away from its theological base is fully valid. Consequently, if in the Church-mystery the norms of law are to motivate the ecclesiologically recognised goal of building a community that is a sign and realisation of redemption, then the previously indicated correctness acquires a crucial meaning. The point is that *ius divinum* should really shape, in the spirit of the *aggiornamento*, the juridical system of a given community, namely, that the particular pro-

---


visions of this system should grow out of faith, serve the practice of faith, and as such, always express the rule of life of the Church community. Only faithfulness to such theological-legal assumptions on the part of a shepherd-legislator, and more broadly, of all of the members of the *communio fidelium* (e.g. the diocese), guarantees the protection of the law of the community against the danger of unconscious inertia or even deliberate omissions/deficiencies in the fulfillment of the title duty — the acceptance of the static shape of the legislation (as the “custodian” of fossilised structures) and/or its positivist deformation.

At this point, we can already ask about the personal source of the renewal of this law, which brings the richness of the original *proprium* into the universe legal culture, the law, the essence of which is the law of God. It is not difficult to guess that the dynamic assistance of the Holy Spirit constantly inspires priestly people to ensure that, owing to the sense of the faith of the whole people of God (*sensus fidei fidelium*), not only the Shepherds of the Church, but also all of the faithful express common concern and feel co-responsible for the shape of the *ius communio*. Saint Thomas Aquinas called the law of the New Covenant the gift of the grace of the Holy Spirit to the faithful. That is why Rinaldo Bertolino and Remigiusz Sobański are right when they connect the renewal of the law of the community, which is manifested in the full systemic interiorisation of the three greatest gifts-charisms: faith, hope, and love, with the Third Divine Person.

As the latter canonist rightly notes, if we assume the continuity of the *aggiornamento* processes that are inspired by the Holy Spirit: transformative and concretising, then in such an approach, and consistently: the (re)formation of the Church’s legislation, the canon code and its equivalents in the particular law will manifest themselves not only as *ordinatio fidei* and *ordinatio caritatis*, but also as *ordinatio spei*, on the condition, however, that all of the people of the God remain faithful to the already revealed and continuously revealed will of the Saviour, who live in the hope that they will actively observe God’s law and its absolute continuity throughout the history.

70 Cf. STh I—II, q. 106, a. 1.
Final remarks

“Led by the Holy Spirit, Mother Church unceasingly exhorts her sons to purify and renew themselves so that the sign of Christ can shine more brightly on the face of the Church”\textsuperscript{74} — in such a way, in a graceful synthesis, the Council Fathers “define” the process of the \textit{aggiornamento} of the Church community (\textit{communio}) and its law (\textit{ius communionis}), which continuously takes place in the Holy Spirit; a process, the dynamics and profile of which — synodal participation and co-responsibility — are determined by the dynamism of evangelisation. The fact that this is a universal mission (\textit{ad extra}) is already testimony to the “renewing” way of the Church’s presence in the world, including the dynamic shape of its legal culture (among others, under the influence of other juridical cultures). The commentary contained in the \textit{Gaudium et spes} Constitution leaves no room for doubt: “For, from the beginning of her history [the Church — A.P.] has learned to express the message of Christ with the help of the ideas and terminology of various philosophers, and has tried to clarify it with their wisdom, too. Her purpose has been to adapt the Gospel to the grasp of all as well as to the needs of the learned, insofar as such was appropriate.”\textsuperscript{75}

In such a mission of the entire Church and the task of a specific Church community to give \textit{hic et nunc} testimony about “the power and truth of the Christian message,”\textsuperscript{76} the determinant of adequate contemporary ecclesiology, the principle of “the salvation of souls the supreme law,” plays a role that cannot be overestimated. It determines the \textit{telos} of all of the contemporary activity of the Church, including the practice of law, from its enactment and interpretation to its observance and application. The meaning of the renewal of the Church norms (and institutions) is based on promoting the idea of human dignity, its vocation and eternal destiny, adapted to the environment, or on the creation of conditions for the authentic, synodal realisation of the common good — in a word, this implies the basic principle of the Church law \textit{salus animarum} (systemic quintessence of \textit{ius divinum}). In fact, as the first of the ten principles of the renewal of the Code of Canon Law, which was adopted at the Synod of Bishops in 1967, states, it is important “that [all — A.P.] faithful in

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Vatican Council II: Pastoral Constitution on the Church Gaudium et spes} [7.12.1965] [further: GS], n. 43.
\textsuperscript{75} GS, n. 44.
\textsuperscript{76} GS, n. 43.
the Christian life should become partakers of the goods offered by the Church, which lead them to eternal redemption.”
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Synodalité — participation — responsabilité partagée
Observations sur les déterminants de l’aggiornamento du droit ecclésiastique

Résumé

Dans la réalité de la communio Ecclesiae, qui se caractérise par une structure charismatique et institutionnelle unitaire, les concepts de participation et de responsabilité partagée — essentiels dans le discours juridique et canonique — sont fortement ancrées. C’est ainsi que se dévoile l’horizon de la problématique, dont l’étude — en termes de triade parue dans l’intitulé: synodalité — participation — responsabilité partagée — ne perdra jamais de sa pertinence. Surtout, l’idée de « synodalité » — convenablement reconnue comme sacra potestas d’origine sacramentelle (aspect ontologique), gagnant le dynamisme de libertas sacra grâce aux charismes du Saint-Esprit (aspect existentiel-dynamique) — conduit à l’inséparabilité de ses aspects: personnel et synodal.

Ainsi, dans la tentative d’éclairer le déterminant de l’« aggiornamento » de la loi ecclésiastique, il était convenable, d’une part, de se référer systématiquement à l’essence de l’idée de communio hierarchica, selon laquelle le Christ fait des serviteurs choisis participants à son pouvoir par une fonction dont l’exécution reste toujours une diaconie dans la communauté de foi; d’autre part, en référence à la compréhension contemporaine de
communio fidelium — l’axe de la réflexion scientifique devrait être le phénomène des charismes lié à la communion et à la création — ces dons de l’Esprit Saint, suscitant chez les prêtres la responsabilité partagée et synodale pour le bien de toute la communauté ecclésiale. Dans les deux cas — sans perdre de vue la vérité évidente que dans la structure sacramentelle de l’Église (communio) les dons hiérarchiques et charismatiques coïncident dans le ministère de l’évêque qui actualise — conformément à la logique de l’aggiornamento de Vatican II et aux principes ecclésiologiques: la collégialité, la synodalité et la subsidiarité — la plénitude du ministère du Christ: Prophète, Prêtre et Roi.

Mots clés: ecclésiologie, principe de communio, synodalité, participation, responsabilité partagée, aggiornamento du droit ecclésiastique
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Sinodalità – partecipazione – responsabilità condivisa
Osservazioni sulle determinanti dell’aggiornamento del diritto ecclesiastico

Sommario

Nella realtà della communio Ecclesiae, che si caratterizza per una struttura carismatica e istituzionale unitaria, i concetti di partecipazione e di responsabilità condivisa — essenziali nel discorso giuridico e canonico, sono fortemente ancorati. Si svela così l’orizzonte della questione, il cui studio — nei termini della triade apparsa nel titolo: sinodalità — partecipazione — responsabilità condivisa — non perderà mai la sua rilevanza. È importante sottolineare che l’idea di “sinodalità” — adeguatamente riconosciuta come sacra potestas di origine sacramentale (aspetto ontologico), guadagnando il dinamismo di libertas sacra grazie ai carismi dello Spirito Santo (aspetto esistenziale e dinamico) — conduce all’ineseparabilità dei suoi aspetti: personale e sinodale.

Pertanto, nel tentativo compiuto in questo studio di illuminare le determinanti dell’“aggiornamento” del diritto ecclesiastico, è stato opportuno, da un lato, riferirsi sistematicamente all’essenza dell’idea di communio hierarchica, secondo la quale Cristo rende i servi eletti partecipi del suo potere mediante un ufficio il cui adempimento resta sempre una diaconia nella comunità di fede; d’altra parte, in riferimento alla concezione contemporanea di communio fidelium — asse della riflessione scientifica dovrebbe essere il fenomeno dei carismi collegato con la comunione e la creazione — questi doni dello Spirito Santo, suscitando la responsabilità condivisa e sinodale per il bene dell’intera comunità ecclesiale nel popolo sacerdotale. In entrambi i casi — senza perdere di vista l’ovvia verità che nella struttura sacramentale della Chiesa (communio) sia i doni gerarchici che quelli carismatici coincidono nel ministero del vescovo che attua — secondo la logica dell’aggiornamento esposta dal Vaticano II e dei principi ecclesiologici conciliari: la collegialità, la sinodalità e la sussidiarietà — la pienezza del ministero di Cristo: Profeta, Sacerdote e Re.

Parole chiave: ecclesiologia, principio di communio, sinodalità, partecipazione, responsabilità condivisa, aggiornamento del diritto ecclesiastico